Abstract. The minimum consistent DFA problem is that of finding a DFA with as few states as possible that is consistent with a given sample (a finite collection of words, each labeled as to whether the DFA found should accept or reject). Assuming that P # NP, it is shown that for any constant k, no polynomial-time algorithm can be guaranteed to find a consistent DFA with fewer than opt~states, where opt is the number of states in the minimum state DFA consistent with the sample. This result holds even if the alphabet is of constant size two, and if the algorithm is allowed to produce an NFA, a regular expression, or a regular grammar that is consistent with the sample. A similar nonapproximability result is presented for the problem of finding small consistent linear grammars. For the case of finding minimum consistent DFAs when the alphabet is not of constant size but instead is allowed to vay with the problem specification, the slightly stronger lower bound on approximability of optt 1 -' @ log "J't is shown for anY~> 0.
, which shows that a constant factor of~cannot be achieved.
The same techniques are used to also show that the linear grammar consistency problem cannot be approximated within any polynomial factor unless P = NP. More specifically, given two finite sets POS and NEG consistent with some linear grammar G, it is NP-hard to find a linear grammar G' that generates all of the strings of POS, none of the strings of NEG, and has size bounded by some polynomial in the size of G. An interesting extension of our results is that when the alphabet is allowed to vary (i.e., when the alphabet is considered as part of the problem specification), then unless P = NP, no polynomial-time approximation algorithm can determine if there exists a consistent DFA or NFA with at most opt[l -c ']o~@ 'P'
states, or a consistent regular grammar or regular expression with at most opt ( 1 6)log log Opf symbols, where opt is the number of states of the minimum state consistent DFA, and~is any positive constant.
OTHER NONAPPROXIMABILITY RESULTS.
There seem to be few naturally arising optimization problems for which nonapproximability results have been shown. Indeed, the dearth of such results is one of the motivations given in a number of recent papers for the investigation of approximation preserving reductions [17, 20, 21] . The traveling salesperson problem (TSP) is perhaps the most notable optimization problem that cannot be approximated (in the absence of other constraints, e.g., triangle inequality) [10] assuming P # NP.
However, the reason that TSP is not approximable is that it is essentially the weighted version of the NP-complete Hamiltonian cycle problem. Although one may similarly define optimization problems based on other NP-complete decikion problems in such a way that the optimization problem cannot be approximated at all (or at least not very well), such results are typically uninteresting for two reasons-the problems defined usually are not natural, and the resulting proofs are trivial. In contrast, the minimum consistent DFA problem discussed here is a natural problem, and the nonapproximability result is not obtained by simply adding weights to an NP-complete decision problem.
Besides TSP, among the seemingly few existing negative approximability results, two others are well known, but the bounds are much weaker than those shown for TSP and the result given here for DFAs. For minimum graph coloring [9] , it was shown that (unless P = NP) no polynomial-time approximation algorithm exists guaranteeing a constant factor approximation strictly smaller than twice optimal.
Also, for maximum independent set (equivalently, maximum clique), it has been shown that if some constant factor approximation can be achieved, then any constant factor approximation can be achieved [10] . [16] . However, their results rely on cryptographic assumptions (e.g., that factoring Blum integers is intractable), whereas our results assume only that P # NP. We present a discussion of their work, and its relationship to ours, in Section 9. It is important to note the distinction between the minimum consistent DFA problem, and the DFA state minimization problem.
In the latter problem, the input is a DFA and the goal is to produce a DFA accepting the same language with a minimum number of states; this problem has well-known polynomial-time algorithms [15] . An obvious first attempt at solving the minimum consistent DFA problem is to create a DFA that accepts exactly the (finite) language POS (and no other strings), and then use the DFA state minimization algorithm to obtain a minimum state DFA for the language POS, However, it is possible that a much smaller DFA exists that accepts a superset of POS and no string of NEG. The minimum consistent DFA problem addresses the complexity of finding a regular language that separates POS from NEG and for which there is a small DFA. is given in Section 9. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce some basic definitions and techniques to be used throughout the paper, In Section 3, it is proved that no polynomial-time algorithm can guarantee a quadratic approximation for the minimum consistent DFA problem (unless P = NP). One of the reasons for including the quadratic case in the paper is that it gives some intuition for the polynomial nonapproximability results that follow in Section 4. We show that (unless P = NP) there is no polynomial-time algorithm for finding a consistent NFA of size polynomially larger than the size of the smallest consistent DFA (Theorem 4.1). In Section 5, we strengthen these results and show that an approximation of opt(l -' ']"~'"~"Pf cannot be guaranteed in polynomial-time for any positive constant q unless P = NP. In these theorems the alphabet size of the DFA may vary with the problem instance.
In Section 6 we turn our attention to the problem of finding small consistent DFAs over the two letter alphabet {O, 1}, and again prove that no polynomial-time approximation within a polynomial function of optimal is possible even in this simpler context (Theorem 6.1), Section 7 extends Theorem [15] for further lAngluin [4] has shown that DFAs are not learnable if the learner may only ask equi~wlence querzes instead of receiving randomly generdted examples. This result has no bearing on the optimization problem considered m this paper.
terminology and definitions. X is a finite alphabet, and Z* denotes all words (or strings) of finite length formed from the symbols of Z. If w E Z*, then IWI denotes the number of symbols of w, and is called the length of w. The empty word A is the unique word with length O in 2*. For any states .s, t in Q, and any string w, we say w leads from s to t if there is a path labeled with w from s to t (In the case of a DFA, such a path is always unique).
We also write w leads to t iff w leads from sinlt to t.
A positi[w example of A is a word accepted by A and a negatiue example is a word in S* that is not accepted by A. The language accepted by A, denoted by
is the set of all words accepted by A. The 
PROOF.
The proof is implicit in [15] , and is sketched here for completeness. For all a such that a #P O, q" q N1. is an NFA that is consistent with POS( p, I) and NEG( p, 1) and such that IQ I < P2, then 1 has a solution.
The proof is presented following the introduction and proof of a number of supporting propositions. As in the proof of Le~ma 3.2, we use the graph representation of A, and recall that the string qf' = POS( p, I ) defines the path t from si~,~to some accepting state s + = F, and that for each a, SU is the unique state that q" leads to along +. For all e and for alls = Se, there exists a such that [a]P = e, q" leads to s, and aO s a s bO -1.
PROOF.
By definition. u For all e, f, if e + f, tlzen se f' Sf = @.
Assume that e # f and that t E s. f' Sf.
J3Y the pref~proPertYt
here exists a such that a =P e such that q a leads to t.By the Suffix Property, there exists b =P -f, such that qb leads from t to S+. Then q"q" leads to s+, and is accepted by A. But a + b =P f -e #P O (since e and f are between O and p -1 and are distinct), and thus q 'qh is a negative example of type Nl, contradicting the consistency of~.
u
For each e, we use "t,"to denote any element of SC. We now define, for For all x, i, e, f, t, e Se, uml tf G S,, f w.,,, leads Porn f, to tf. then f EP e + 1 or f 5P e + i + 1, Hence, if~',,, leads from some S, to some Sl, then t!, is not off. Let k and p be any posi~ile integers, and let I be any instance of l-in-3-SAT.
Then any NFA that is consistent with POS{ p, k, I) and NEG(p, k, I) has at least p states. . Any assignment~may also be interpreted as a vector ( dvi, dz~z ), ..., 7( u,,)) e {O, l}n Q P". The symbol 7 will be used to denote either the function, or the vector; the meaning will be clear from context. For example, in '67(v1 )", the function is denoted, whereas the vector is denoted in "7 o~." Similarly, any vector 7 = {0, 1}" may be interpreted as a truth assignment, in which v, is assigned false (respectively, true) iff xi = O (respectively, xl = 1). Definition 4.5. Let M be a matrix of nonzero rows.
-A set XC {1,2,... n} is free with respect to M if for every row X of M, COL(2)~X. -M is k-closed if for every X c {1,2 ,.. .,n} such that 1X1 = k, X is not free with respect to M, that is, for each X of size k there exists a row i' of M such that COL (7) c X. -A maximal free set C (with respect to a matrix M) is called a core of 11.
Note that if M is a matrix of nonzero rows, then M has a core, since the empty set is free. 
THE REDUCTION AND EXAMPLES.
Let 1 be an instance of l-in-3-SAT, with variables V = {u,, v~, ..., u.}. We let the alphabet Z for the problem MIN-CON(DFA, NFA) be V. In Section 6, we refine the reduction so that Z = {O, 1} regardless of the instance 1. Recall that for any string y = S",~= (xl, XJ,... x,, ), such that for each i, 1 < i < n, the number of occurrences of u, in y is congruent to xi mod p.
We now define a special word q, which is specified by a product (denoting concatenation ) of many subwords.
Since the product sign below denotes concatenation, to be unambiguous, we must specify the order in which the terms (subwords) are concatenated:
The choice in the product below is made in lexicographic order of the vectors 7.
Note that q' = 6. Whenever they appear, a and~(and subscripted versions) will denote prefixes and suffixes, respectively, of q. Figure 2 .
For any set X c {1,2,... , n} such that IX I = k, we define an X-bridge as follows:
The string a; By is an X-bridge iff 2 #j, COL(i) and COL(~) are both subsets of X, and the string ar & leads from s to t. For all X G {1, 2,..., n} such that IXl = k, there exists an X-bridge.
PROOF. Consider
any X as in the hypothesis of the proposition. There are exactly p~vectors 7 such that CO-L(Z) c X. Since IQ I < pk, there must be two such vectors 7 #~such that COL(7) c X, COL(j) c X and for some state r, the states si~lt( q~~r) = si.lt(q~~y) = r. The string~F BF = q leads 'rem s = S,n,t(qd) to t = S,n,t(q '+ 1), and thus p; leads from r to f. Consequently, %~F leads from s to t,and is therefore an X-bridge.
u A bridge is a string that for some X of size k, is an X-bridge. By the definition of a bridge, and e, the string ar &q" leads from s to t and then back to s. Thus, q~(which leads from~in,t to s), followed by any sequence of strings of the form a.r~~q' where al P7 is a bridge, followed by q f (which leads from s to s+) is accepted by A (refer to Figure 3) . We have just proved the following proposition. Let {al};:~be any collectiotl of pref~es of q, a~ld {~,}~1
any collection of suffixes of q, such that for each i,~s i s m, tl~e string Y, =~, P, ) = P'", and for any string Y = is~bridge.
Then fo~any (pl, Pz, .--, P,~= I( y,q')p', the NFA A accepts the string q yqf.
Recall from the discussion at the beginning of Section 4 that in any counter machine C( p,~), if y is a word that leads from a state back to the same state, 
. . p -1} that lies in K(S).
Since ICI < k -1, this implies that there are at most 2A-l elements of K(S) n {O, 1}'*. Lemma 4.4 will be proved using the following proposition: PROPOSITION 4.14.
Consider the numbered statements below:
(ii) There exists a subset of rows T of S such that 1TI s m = 3. 2L -1, and such that SOL(IIVC~~.{~j) n K(T) = 0. We construct a matrix T from a subset of the rows of S such that T has the desired properties.
For each assignment 7: Vc s {O, 1}, there is exactly one extension of~to a setting of all variables~': V~{O, ..., p -1} that lies in K(S). Since SOL(l) n K(S) = @, we have that either
(1) there is a number i q {1,2,..., n} -C such that~'(v, ) Z {O, 1}, or (2)~' G {O, l}" n K(S) but~' @ SoL(I).
In case 1, include a determining row Z of index i in T (such a row exists in S).
In case 2, the unique extension~' of 7 is an element of {O, 11" n K(S) 
PROOF THAT (ii) IMPLIES (iii).
Suppose to the contrary that (ii) holds but that (iii) does not, so no such element Zi exists. Then for each element G of span(~), SOL(IIVC"~tT)) n K (7) is nonempty. Since V(7)~V(T), if t-: Vc U V(T)~{O, 1}, then either all extensions~': V~{O, 1} of~are such that 7' = SOL(lII,C"~,(~)) n K( ti), or no extensions~' are such that~' = SOL(ll VCU v(~~) f' K( i3). In the first case, we say that~is a witness to the nonemptiness of SOL(ll~C" 1,(~)) n K(Z). 
4).
Certainly if 1 has no solution, then approximation algorithm A cannot find an NFA with fewer than p~states. On the other hand, if 1 has a solution, then A must find an NFA with at most p~l -')'"g '"g P < pk states. By the second condition above, p satisfies the appropriate size bound and the proof of Theorem 4.1 applies, so A maybe used to solve l-in-3-SAT in polynomial time. To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 we must show that the two conditions above hold. To see that the first condition holds, note that by our choice of p, e log log p > 3, and so (1 -~)loglog p < log log p -3 < [log log pl -2.
Thus, P(l-')lOglO~p < pl10~l"gp]-2 = pk. unless P = NP. To see that they are not opdl -')fo~'"~'~t-approximable for anỹ > 0, choose any e' < e (and greater than O), and then for sufficiently large values of opt we have Opt(l -')["~'"g "Pf <~opt( L-' ')'"~'o~'"r. Thus, an algorithm guaranteeing an approximation of opt(l -')'o~10g"P' would immediately guarantee an approximation of at most~opt(l -' ')'o~l"g "Pt, which we have observed is not possible for any e' > 0. Let k be any positiue integer, and let p be a prime such that p>2~-~q 'n. If I is any instance of l-in -3-SA T, and if there exists an NFA A with less than p~states that is consistent with~(p, k, 1) and %(p, k, I), then I has some solution.
PROOF.
If the hypothesis is true we may easily obtain an NFA A' over alphabet V, and with at most as many states as A, that is consistent with POS( p, k, 1) and NEG( p, k, 1). Thus, by Lemma 4.4, 1 has some solution.
•l
Now to prove Theorem 6.1, define, for each k, a transformation T~as follows. On input instance 1 of a l-in-3-SAT problem with n variables, T~first determines whether n > 2~-] + 'n. If not, then TL halts and outputs nothing. Otherwise, T~finds the smallest prime number p satis&ing 2"-1 + '" < n s p s 2n. Such a p exists by a theorem of Chebyshev (Theorem 8.6, page 185 of [191), which states that for all n > 1 there exists a prime p such that n < p < 2 n. After obtaining p, T~then computes and outputs R~~}(I).
We and NEG( p, k, I ) satisfies p < opt < pn. Since c < tl s p < opt, the value of opt k large enough so that the bound on the performance of APPROX must apply, thus APPROX must find a consistent NFA with less than ( opt/2)~/z states. Since opt < pn and p < 2n, this gives opt < 2 n~. Consequently, the consistent NFA returned by APPROX has less than (2nz/2)A'2 =~z~states, and DECIDE outputs "1 has a solution. " Let k be any positiue integer, and let p be a prime such that p>2 '-l + "'. If I is any instance of l-in-3-SAT, and if there is a regular grammar or a regular expression of size less than pk/2 that is consistent with~( p, k, I)
and~(p, k, I), then I has some solution. 1) ), where p is the smallest prime between n and 2n.
By Lemma 6.3, the size opt of the smallest DFA consistent with~(p, k, 1)
and~(p, k, I) satisfies p s opt < pn. Since c < n s p s opt, the value of opt is large enough so that the bound on the performance of APPROX must apply; thus, APPROX must find a consistent regular grammar or regular expression of size less than (opt/8 )k'2. Since opt < pn and p < 2n, opt s 2nz. For any p art< r: {vi, ..., v.}~{O, 1}, the smallest regular expression for the language L( C( p, r)) laas size at most cpn log tl, for some constant c. of an input instance of l-in-3-SAT), and whenever there is a grammar of size less than (p~-4)/6, then the corresponding instance of l-in-3-SAT will have a solution.
Consequently
The proof of Theorem 8.1 is delayed for the proof of the necessary supporting lemmas. We define the polynomial-time transformation R&k, which takes as input an instance 1 of l-in- Let I be an instance of l-in-3-SAT. If r is a solution of I, then for allpositiue integers k amip there is a linear grammar of size at most 6pn that is consistent with POS['n(p, k, I) and NEG1'n(p, k, 1).
We construct a linear grammar G of the desired size. First, convert the counter DFA C(p,~) to a right-linear grammar G': Each of the p states becomes a nonterminal. For each of the n letters a = V, and for any states Tl, Tz, the size 3 production TI~aTz encodes the edge labeled with a from T1
to Tz. For the nonterminal S, which corresponds to the start and final state of C(p,~), add the production S~A. Then L(G') = L(C(P, 7)) [15] . Finally, the grammar G may be obtained from G' by adding the production S~$PSQ'.
The size of G' is exactly 3pn + 1, and the size of G is exactly 3pn + 1 + 2p + 2, which is at most 6prz, since~z >3 for any instance of l-in-3-SAT. G is consistent with POS[in(p, k, I), since it clearly generates v, and, by construction, also generates xv for any string x accepted by C( p,~). Since Z~is such a string, G generates UV also. We argue that G is consistent with NEG1'n(p, k, 1). If G generates any string of Ml, it must do so using only the two productions S~$ 'SC p and S~A, since all other productions generate a character of V -{$, c}. Clearly no element of Ml can be generated in this way, since all strings generated using these two productions must have length a multiple of p, which does not hold for any string of Ml. Thus, G does not generate any string in Ml. If G generates some string xv c M2, then, by construction of G, we must The derivation of uv can be written a{ S + PC+ and C * X, such that PX$ = UV, 1x1 =PL, and 4 is a suffix of Qp .
PROOF. Since G' is thin, exactly one terminal is generated at each production step. Thus, there is some point in the derivation of 24u such that exactly pk terminals remain to be generated. Writing this as S~PC* and C~X, such that PX+ = 14v, I x\ = p~, the proposition is proved if we show that~is a suffix of Qpk.
Assume to the contrary that * is not a suffix of QJ", in which case @f" must be a proper suffix of~, that is, 1+1 > pk. Since \ x I = pk, and there are pk $-symbols in 24v, P must be a prefix of 14. Thus, all~-symbols are generated in the derivation of L~v before the first $-symbol is generated. Thus, the derivation of uv can be rewritten as:
where [13] . In [16] , it is shown that the nonpredictability of DFAs, together with the results in [6] , imply that there is no polynomial-time Besides the use of different assumptions (i.e., cryptographic versus P # NP), another difference between our work and that appearing in [16] , is that while the cryptographic based results of [16] rely on the inability to predict DFAs, the subfamily of DFAs for which we show nonapproximability results is actually easy to predict. The class of CDFAS accept permutation irulariant languages (W' is accepted iff any word formed by permuting the characters in w is accepted), and for each CDFA the start state equals the unique final state. DFAs with these properties have been shown to be predictable [14] , thus the techniques of [16] cannot apply to show that the related MIN-CON problem for this restricted class of DFAs is not polynomially approximable.
Conclusion
The 
